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GENETIC

MATERIAL

FOR

VITAL

CHURCHES

1\ church's genetic code is complex, but it is not a total mystery. The

Bible is like a codebook. It provides the key to the church's DNA,through
divine revelation.
From the biblical material on the church, illuminated by the history
or church renewal and insights from ecology, we may distill some key
principles. In this chapter we discuss five theological and four operaI ional principles for vital churches.
These key principles draw together and underscore themes discussed
in earlier chapters. Churches that embody these principles are more
I ikely to find their true identity and really look like the body of Christ.
Churches that ignore these principles may experience mu tations in their
development and degraded effectiveness in their ministries. They may
grow, but the growth may be cancerous rather than a reflection of the
DNAof Christ's body.

Five Theological Principles
Here are five keys to help churches live consistently with their Godgiven DNA.
1. The central focus of the church is worshiping God and serving his
mission. The primary passion of a vital church is God-worshiping him
and serving him. This can so easily be accepted as a truism that we fail
to see it as the central nervous system of ecclesiology-of the church
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There is no conflict or tension between the worship or God and the
mission of God. Authentic worship leads to mission. Worship that does
not lead to mission is worship of a passionless, purposeless God. Such
worship has lost a central truth of the Trinity-that the passionate shared
love of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit overflows to passionate concern
for the care and restoration of his creation. Authentic worship leads to
passion for God's kingdom and especially for reconciling persons to the
love of God poured out in the life of Jesus Christ.
In saying that worship and mission are the central nervous system of
the body, we mean that all the church's life and existence is to be ordered
around this central passion. It is the primary task of leadership to be
sure this happens.
2. The church's life, both in concept and in action, should be based on
organic and missional metaphors. The church as body of Christ is a living social, spiritual, charismatic organism. It is alive. Thus the central
biblical images ofthe church are all organic and ecological: body, bride,
family, vine and branches. Even static "building" and "temple" images
become organic ones: "living stones," a growing building, a temple animated by the Spirit (see 1 Peter 2:4-6; Eph. 2: 19-22).
Metaphors and models are powerful. Think of the church as a building, and it becomes building centered and architecture dependent. Think
ofthe church as an organization, and it becomes preoccupied with organizational forms and programs. Think of the church organically, and it
focuses on what makes for healthy life.
The Bible presents the church as a unique kind of organism. It is
charismatic because it is born in grace (charis) and functions by grace
(the charismata, or gifts of the Spirit).' And it is missional, serving the
mission of God. The church is unique because it is the only social organism in all creation that can be called the body of Christ. Yet due to the
consistency of God's created order, it is an organism with its own ecology. Thus it can be understood ecologically and organically.
Organic images not closely tied to the mission of the church, however, can be static and self-serving. This is where the history of renewal
movements helps us. The church is the social movement of the Spirit
for the sake of God's kingdom.' Vital churches, therefore, should be
based in images that are both organic and missional.
This need is a fundamental principle for church structure, as we will
show. The wineskins that best serve the church are organic, ecological
ones. They are missional models that help us understand the church as
a social movement in service of the mission of God.
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throe clements are key. They interact with and depend
on each other. As mentioned in chapter three, this is important for mission as well as for the church's internal health.
This is a theological principle. That is, worship is central because of
who God is. The purpose of worship is not primarily to give people a fulfilling worship experience, but to glorify God and extend his mission.
Community is essential not just because people want to enjoy a social
experience, but because the Holy Spirit has touched their lives, prompting a deep love for and a costly commitment to one another. Witness is
essential not because the church needs volunteers for its programs, but
because the love of God impels people into the world, full of love and a
passion for justice. Here is an ecological balance grounded in who God
is and in what he has done and is doing through Jesus Christ and through
the power and inspiration of the Holy Spirit.
This principle is tme theologically, and it is proven true in practice,
Every church we have seen that is vital and strongly missional maintains this balance. Its worship life is animated and deeply authentic, its
social infrastructure works to build and advance accountable discipleship, and its witness makes an impact on the world through a combination of evangelistic, servant, and justice ministries. Each element of
the church's ecology reinforces the others. In fact, understanding this'
ecology of worship, community, and witness helps us diagnose pathologies in the church-reasons
why a church is not vital.'
This threefold ecology corresponds nicely with Christian Schwarz's
"eight quality characteristics," as outlined in his book, Natural Church
Development. His model of the church is organic (or "biotic," as he puts
it), and focuses more on church health than on church growth. In all
these ways his model is similar to ours, though he puts less emphasis
on justice and a theology of the kingdom.'
4. The central task of leadership is to build an apostolic, ministering
community. God raises up leaders to equip God's people for the work
of ministry (Eph. 4:11-12). While pastors do many things, the overriding task that gives pattern and focus to everything else is the equipping
of the whole community for effective mission. Preaching, counseling,
planning, and all else should be tested by this central principle: Does it
help the whole church to be in ministry, an active agent for the kingdom of God?
This central focus for leadership rejects the clergy/laity dichotomy as
heretical. To be a Christian is to be a minister. To be a disciple of Jesus
is to engage in completing the work Jesus began. To be a member of the
body is to have a function, a ministry, in the body. Professional pastoral
leadership is endorsed only in the sense that pastors should carry on
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ministry.
Underlying this principle is the charismatic nature or the church and
the doctrine of the priesthood of all believers. Every Christian is charismatically gifted. Each is a priest before God for missions in the world.
And each is a servant of Jesus Christ and collaborates or co-labors with
him in the work of the kingdom. In New Testament perspective, all Christian leadership is charismatic (based on spiritual gifts; Eph. 4:7-16) and
is rooted in character, as exhibited by the fruit of the Spirit and the
"mind" of Jesus (Phil. 2:3-13 NRSV; Gal. 5:22-25). Leadership gifts vary
but are based on one fundamental principle: building a diverse community of disciples who are all engaged in the church's apostolic mission (1 Cor. 12:1-28; Eph. 4:11-12).
This central leadership principle interacts smoothly with the ecological balance of worship, community, and witness. Leaders do not attempt
to turn all church members into evangelists, or social activists, or disciplers. After all, church members don't all have exactly the same DNA
or combination of gifts. Wise leaders, therefore, help each member find
a vital place in the body so that the whole body may function in a healthy
way (Eph. 4:11-16). Some members will minister primarily in worship,
some in building accountable community, and others in direct witness
in the world. What a beautiful blend! It is the whole body that is called
into mission through the ecological interrelationship of all its members.
5. Vital churches exist as a countercultural missional community. As
a "missionary minority," they constitute the counterculture of the kingdom. This principle interacts with and supports the other theological
principles already mentioned.
The call to be a countercultural community is not a summons to disengage from culture or from social transformation. Rather, it affirms
that the church's essential life is centered in Jesus Christ and in a shared
social commitment to God's kingdom. This centered commitment impels
the church into apostolic engagement with the world. Vital churches
show that Jesus' words about being salt and light, about being in but
not of the world, are fundamental principles of church life and structure. They are not teachings first of all about our individual lives, but
about the nature of the Jesus community, the body of Christ. Healthy
churches maintain a vital balance between being too much in or too
much out of the world. They maintain a creative tension between distinct social identity and transformational social engagement.
These five theological principles give shape and direction for church
life, especially for leadership strategy. In our experience, the most effective church leaders are those who, consciously or intuitively, practice
these principles.
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The rive theological principles lead naturally to action. Consistent
with the theological principles, the following four operational principles provide the genetic building blocks for churches that fulfill their
kingdom mission. These keys can help leaders build vital churches.
Effective, faithful leaders will:
1. Evaluate all structures and programs by organic and missional principles. If you are a church leader, use the above theological principles
as means of ongoing assessment.
•
•
•
•
•

Is the central focus of our church the worship and mission of God?
Is our life based in organic and missional images and metaphors?
Do we have a dynamic balance of worship, community, and witness?
Are leaders equipping all the members for God's mission?
Is our church authentically a countercultural community engaging the world through the power of the gospel?

Congregations can be evaluated by these tests. Leaders can take steps
accordingly to build effective, faithful churches. But take care to avoid
the twin dangers of "sacralizing" structures so they can't be touched or
changed as necessary, or of "secularizing" them, forgetting that structures, though purely functional, do reinforce values and worldview
assumptions.
2. Build an effective infrastructure of accountable small groups. There
are many ways to do this; the specifics vary according to context. But all
Christians need face-to-face accountable community. This has been a constant in all great, trans formative renewal movements in history.
Apostolic churches find ways to network small groups so they truly
help members find, and be effective in, their niche in ministry. This is
a key leadership challenge. The genius of the church is the dynamic ecology of worship, community, and witness and the mutually reinforcing
rhythm of small group and large group. An infrastructure of healthy
small groups is essential in making this ecology come alive.
3. Build a leadership team that collectively models the character of Jesus
Christ. Effective leaders know how to build teams. This principle is based
theologically on the fact that no human person is head of the church;
Jesus Christ is. And he exercises his headship through the body, not
through one person. Effective leadership is Christ centered. Pastoral
leaders should build leadership teams based on character, spiritual gifts,
and a sense of call to ministry.
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Team leadership may lollow a variety of models and Gill operate with in
quite different church polities. But the principle is clear: The biblical
model is not a solo pastor, but pastors who know how to extend their
leadership through forming teams of mutual vision, vulnerability, interdependence, and equipping for ministry.
4. Minister the gospel to and with the poor. This is a biblical mandate
reinforced by church history. Those gospel movements that have embodied Jesus' passion "to preach good news to the poor" have lasted longest,
have most transformed society, and have been most effective in winning people to Christ. John Wesley's comment on Hebrews 8:11, "for
they all shall know me, from the least even to the greatest," is relevant
here. He observed that the saving knowledge of God has always proceeded and will always proceed "not first to the greatest, and then to the
least," but from the least to the greatest."
No matter what the social context, God invites his people to join with
him in ministering to, with, and for the poor. Such a ministry is always
prophetic, because it runs directly contrary to the assumptions and values of the world system-and counter to every worldly church system.'

A Lesson from History
An illustration from history ties these nine theological and practical principles together. The attitude and actions of John Wesley in
eighteenth-century England give a glimpse of these principles in actual
practice.
"In religion I am for as few innovations as possible. I love the old wine
best," wrote John Wesley at age eighty-six. Some people must have
scratched their heads at this, since for fifty years Wesley had adopted
innovation after innovation as he led the Methodist movement in its
spread over the British Isles and across the ocean to North America.
Many people thought Methodists were fanatics. Wesley was criticized
for all kinds of upstart new ideas, from preaching in the streets to forming unauthorized cell groups. People were incensed that Wesley spent
so much time among the poor, drawing national attention to the dreary
plight of coal and tin miners. Why didn't he stay put as a parish priest
or stick to teaching at Oxford?
John Wesley (1703-91) was a rare blend of conservative innovator
and radical Christian. The secret of his genius is not hard to find. He
said his favorite subject was Jesus Christ. His secret was unswerving
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back to Jesus and to the early church.
Wesley's freedom to evaluate, conserve, and experiment grew out of
his own spiritual journey. After his Aldersgate "heartwarming" on May
24,1738, Wesley had a new sense of the freeing power of the Holy Spirit.
He had a new passion to satisfy people's spiritual hunger and a new freedom to change forms and patterns that no longer worked.
Wesley started out rigidly "high church" in his theology, but God did
not let him stay there. In some ways, he was still a high churchman at
his death. He conserved the best of the Anglican and Catholic traditions.
But he also learned to be remarkably flexible and unconventional. Looking back now, we can see that he applied three key tests with regard to
the church and its structures.

1. Does It Work?
The first key to Wesley's success was the test of functionality. All we
do in the church must contribute to mission-getting the job done. Structures and practices are valid only if they help the church fulfill the mission of Christ.
In many ways, eighteenth-century Anglicanism was dysfunctional.
People were crowding into London and other cities, but the church went
about its routine business, serving mostly the rich and socially well
placed. The gospel was not being preached to the masses, yet the church
was largely unconcerned. It had neither the passion nor the structures
to reach the common people,
Wesley's response was to innovate, Partly this was by choice, partly
by necessity. As he began to preach salvation by grace, through faith
(not by church attendance or good works), he was soon banned from
most Anglican pulpits. So he took the gospel to those who would hear.
Wesley's greatest innovations were outdoor preaching, nurture and
discipleship groups (called "class meetings" and "bands"), and building
a team of young, modestly educated men and women whom he sent out
to preach the gospel. Most of these "lay" preachers proved quite effective, and Wesley poured his energies into training and guiding them.
Training was mainly "on the job." They learned by doing, by reading
Wesley's sermons, tracts, and letters, and by time together.
Wesley also focused on the church's broader role in society. He had
a passion for social justice and national righteousness. This led him to
a number of practical steps. He agitated to reform prisons, liquor laws,
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up small businesses. He personally raised and gave away considerable
sums of money to people in need. For him, this was all part of Christian
mission.
Wesley borrowed most of his innovations from others, but he borrowed wisely. He had a practical test when considering such innovations: Will this help people experience the love of God and carry out the
mission of Christ? If so, let's try it-whatever the source or history, so
long as it is consistent with Scripture.
Functionality was Wesley's answer to traditionalism. To those who
said, "We've always done it this way," he asked, in effect, "Does it work?"

2. Is It Alive?
The second key to Wesley's effectiveness was the test of vitality. The
church of Jesus Christ must be vital, alive. Renewed by the Spirit, the
church visibly shows forth the life of Jesus. If it doesn't, something is
wrong and must be changed. Wesley worked constantly to renew the
Church of England and to keep Methodism vital as a renewing body
within the church.
Wesley's impact began when he started carrying the gospel outside
the four walls of the church building. His friend, the evangelist George
Whitefield, had gathered a large congregation of coal miners at
Kingswood, near Bristol, in early 1739. Here Whitefield preached regularly in the open fields. Wesley frowned on such outdoor preaching.
He had been "so tenacious of every point relating to decency and order,"
he said, "that I should have thought the saving of souls almost a sin if it
had not been done in a church [building]."!
Whitefield urged Wesley to take over this unique congregation so he
could return to America. Wesley hesitated, but after seeing Whitefield
at work, he knew God was in this ministry. So he began proclaiming "in
the highways the glad tidings of salvation," offering Christ to some three
thousand people." The crowds grew, and soon Methodist congregations
were formed all over England. Wesley discovered that when the people
stop coming to the church, it is time for the church to go to the people.
Wesley and his associates did not win popular praise for their efforts.
Leslie R. Marston notes, they "were called mad enthusiasts because they
would free the gospel from the confining gothic arches of established
religion and release it to the masses in street and field, to the sick and
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Wesley was a devout churchman. He was also a realist. He saw that
many people simply would not attend traditional services. It meant entering an alien world. And even those who did attend failed to receive the
more personal spiritual help they needed.
Wesley knew that vitality meant more than numbers. In his journals
he often noted Methodist growth or decline in various places, but he
always saw numbers as symptomatic of something deeper. After "purging" from one Methodist group "all that did not walk according to the
gospel," Wesley commented, "But number is an inconsiderable [i.e.,
insignificant] circumstance. May God increase them in faith and lovel'"
Wesley believed as much in church discipline as in church growth.
He knew that faithful churches don't always grow and that growing
churches aren't always faithful. Yet when a congregation was declining,
he generally suspected that some problem needed attention-perhaps
false doctrine or incompetent leadership but more often little quarrels
and disputes that had to be settled if the church was to be healthy. With
the care and pain of a vinedresser who cuts back the grapevines, Wesley repeatedly pruned the Methodist societies of lifeless or unruly members so that the congregation could grow to become vital and strong, In
America, Francis Asbury carefully followed Wesley's example in exercising such discipline, laying the groundwork for amazing Methodist
growth in the early 1800s.
Wesley's antidote to institutionalism-the
attitude that says, "We've
got the right system; just go by the book"-was the test of vitality. He
asked, "Is it alive?"

3. Does It Unite Us in Love?
The third key Wesley used was the test of community. Wesley had a
keen sense of what it meant to be the body of Christ, the community of
the Spirit in actual social reality, not just in theory. He said the church
was called to "social holiness," meaning a community that lives out the
holy love of God. Practically, social holiness called for structures and
practices where close face-to-face community would grow and deepen,
Wesley created new and workable structures for koinonia, or shared
life. One of the first things he did was to form groups of about a dozen
people, each group having its own leader. These were the famous
Methodist "class meetings." Wesley soon discovered the spiritual
dynamic of this small-group structure. He found that through such group
participation the early Methodists "began to 'bear one another's bur-
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The Methodist system of groups, preachers, and various offices and
functions opened a wide door for leadership and discipleship. By the
time Methodism had reached 100,000 members, the movement must
have had 10,000 class and band leaders with as many or more other
leaders and workers, many of whom were women.
Remarkably, Wesley put one in ten, perhaps one in five, to work in
significant ministry and leadership. Who were these people? Not the
educated or the wealthy with time on their hands, but laboring men and
women, husbands and wives and young folks with little or no training
but with spiritual gifts and eagerness to serve. Community became the
incubator and training camp for Christlike ministry.
Wesley's answer to individualism-the
attitude that says, "What's in
it for me?"-was
the test of community. He asked, "Does it unite us in
love?"
These illustrations

from the ministry of John Wesley show it is indeed

possible to be:
• Concerned

about growing disciples,

• Concerned

about kingdom

not just congregations

growth, not just church

• Concerned about turning multiplied thousands
disciples of Jesus, not just church members."

growth

of unbelievers

into

History shows that the practical application of the principles outlined
in this chapter can bring real vitality to the church. These principles are
the genetic material that can help us grow churches that really are the
body of Christ.
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church, something dawned on him that he hadn't noticed before. You
might say he found the body! Actually, he discovered something about
himself. It hit him one day: I've been reading the Bible to feed myself and

for doctrine and sermon preparation. But I've been reading it pretty individualistically. I think I've been missing the "one-anotherness" of the New
Testament teaching about the church.
Later, looking back, Pastor Dorset described this time as a sort of
"paradigm shift" in his own life and ministry. Only after a year or so had
passed did he see how much his thinking changed during this time.
This shift had come about partly through more study of the Letter to
the Ephesians. Darrell got interested in the idea of "edification," because
he wanted to "edify" or build up the members of his church. He noticed
that Paul speaks of "edifying the body of Christ" in Ephesians 4:12 and
16. Actually, that's what his old King James Bible said; The New International Version used the phrase "build up" rather than "edify." Pastor
Dorset did a word study, checking other versions and reference
resources.
"Edify," he said. "Edification. Edifice. This is building language. But
what is being built? Paul is talking about Christ's body-building
up the
whole body of Christ."
All this was familiar, of course. What was new was that Darrell Dorset
was seeing for the first time that Paul-and,
in fact, all the New Testament writers-is
talking about building up, strengthening, and maturing
the church in its community life and interrelationships.
Paul isn't talking
so much about the "edification" of individual believers. It's not the individual Christian who gets "built up" as Christ's body, Darrell Dorset noted.
It is the "whole body"-everyone
together. That seemed to be what Ephesians 4: 16 is saying.
This was a new insight for Pastor Dorset. Once he saw it, he was surprised he hadn't noticed it earlier. It seemed so obvious. It's the whole
body that needs to be built up, he thought to himself. It's about really

becoming a community, the body of Christ. I suppose that in some sense
if everyone is not growing, no one is growing. Or at least not growing as
much as they might.

What Does It Mean to Be "Body"?
In his personal Bible study, Darrell Dorset was digging deeper. He
felt something was lacking biblically in his understanding
of the church.
He worked through
Ephesians
and Philippians,
then the Book of
Hebrews, as well as a number of Old Testament passages.

Meanwhile, the church was nearing a decision about small groups.
The task force had met a few times and was working on a plan. The basic
idea was to set up a system so everyone in the congregation would have
a small group he or she could go to.
But Pastor Dorset felt uneasy about the plan. He brought it up as a
prayer concern on Thursday morning.
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own Bible-study discoveries.
"But I'm not sure this is the right approach, For one thing, a lot or
our people don't really want to be in a small group. They feel they're too
busy, or they don't see the need for it.
"Also, I'm not sure we're spiritually ready. Where will we find leaders who will turn this into a living reality, not just another program?"
The others in the Thursday breakfast group were a little surprised by
this, but they tried to understand where their pastor was coming from.
"We had good success with those groups we had a couple of years ago,"
Ray said. "Don't you think these groups would be at least as successful-maybe more?"
"I would hope so," Pastor Dorset said. "But I'm not sure we're clear
enough yet just what we're getting into." In the back of his mind, too,
was the fact that he had heard of churches that had tried small groups
and their attempts hadn't worked out well. "Small groups are out of fashion," one pastor had told him.
As Darrell thought more about this, he decided to propose something
different to the small-group task force. "I'm in favor of small groups,
and I think we ought to move ahead with this," he said. "But there's
something I want us to do first. I want us to ask, What kind of church
do we want to be? What does it really mean to 'build up the body,' or to
'grow up into Christ'?"
Pastor Dorset proposed that the task force members-in
fact, the
whole church board and all his key leaders-take some weeks to work
through these questions biblically. Some of his people scratched their
heads; this seemed to be slowing progress. But they trusted his judgment and were happy to go along with it if he felt that was the right thing
to do.
Over the next three months, Pastor Dorset led the church through a
process of discovery. He drew up an outline of key Scriptures that he
wanted everyone to study. But he also handed out a list of questions
about how these Scriptures related to the life of Heartland Christian
Fellowship. In some ways it was similar to the study the church had
done a couple of years earlier, only this one went deeper.
"I want us to really dig into these Bible passages," he said. "But that's
not all; I want us to ask ourselves some key questions.
"First, are we really functioning as the body of Christ, in the way the
Bible describes it, here at Heartland? Second, does our worship really
focus on God and on his mission for us? Third, are we as a church really
doing the work of Christ? Fourth, are we training and equipping our
people for ministry, not just to be good, loyal church members? And
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Il took t imc to work through this study. But the feedback Pastor
Dorset gOL [rom the Thursday morning group, as well as from others,
showed him that the process was worth the time.
By now it was early spring. Trees were budding and daffodils were
nodding in the breeze. Darrell Dorset felt the promise of springtime as
he drove to meet the breakfast group on Thursday morning.
Angie Silver led the Bible study this particular morning. She had made
some discoveries of her own as a result of the process Pastor Dorset had
started.
"This morning we're going to look at 1 Peter 2:9-10," Angie said. They
read the passage: "But you are a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a
holy nation, a people belonging to God, that you may declare the praises
of him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful light. Once
you were not a people, but now you are the people of God; once you had
not received mercy, but now you have received mercy."
"Now, does this 'you' Peter talks about here mean us, today, at Heartland Christian Fellowship? Or is it speaking only of the church back in
those days?"
As Pastor Dorset listened to the discussion, he thought to himself,
They're getting it! We're starting to see what it is to be Christ's body, a royal
priesthood, a people in service to God. And he reflected on how Ray, Jim,
Bill, Angie, and Linda had grown over the past couple of years, both in
their Christian walk and in the depth of their understanding of Christ's
body.
The small-group task force finally brought in its report. It looked
much different from the earlier draft. The committee proposed not a
program of small groups for the church but a simple process for starting a few small groups and letting them multiply. They proposed that
the pastor form a small-group leadership team of ten or so men and
women who were interested in small groups and whom the pastor
trusted for their maturity and commitment. This group would then draw
up basic guidelines and begin to organize and oversee (really, "pastor")
the new groups as they were formed. This leadership team would not
only form groups but would also identify and train leaders for each
group that was formed. And it would monitor each group's progress.
The proposal was approved by the church board. During the summer
Pastor Dorset devoted a lot of thought and prayer to forming the smallgroup leadership team and to how the small groups would function,
grow, and multiply.
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Questions
for Group Discussion or Personal Reflection
1. Why was Pastor Dorset uneasy about tho initial proposal for small
groups at Heartland Christian Fellowship? Do you understand his
concern?
2. What new insight did Pastor Dorset get about "edification"? Why
was this important?
3. What did Pastor Dorset mean when he said to himself, "They're
getting it"?
4. Doyou see any signs that organic and missional models or metaphors
are beginning to take hold in Heartland Christian Fellowship?
5. Which of the principles discussed in this chapter do you see illustrated in this part of the story of Heartland Christian Fellowship?
6. When you think of the church as the body of Christ, where do you
see yourself within that body? Use your imagination. Are you a
nose, a red blood cell, a toenail, a stomach, the conscience?
7. Explain your function and contribution to the body. Why is the
body healthier because you are part of it?
8. What is one thing YOLl have the ability and desire to do in the body
but feel would not be well received or appreciated?
9. Are there organizational changes that could be made in your
church that would make your ministry or personal contribution
to the body more effective?
10. How can these three questions be applied to your own church?
• Does it work?
• Is it alive?
• Does it unite in love?
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